(54) PACKAGING BAG FOR FRESH FLOWER

A packaging bag for fresh flower capable of easily and inexpensively supplying a beautiful bouquet and also usable as a decoration by placing on a desk, wherein a sheet is folded into two parts overlying each other, one corner thereof including a folded line is cut out to form a fourchette part, the fourchette part is joined with a side continued therewith to form a generally sector-shaped bag having an opening part opened larger than the fourchette part, and perforations are provided along the edge part of the opening part, or two sheets are overlapped with each other, and the fourchette part is joined to both sides thereof holding the fourchette part to form the bag, and through holes are provided at the end parts of the perforations or reinforcement seals are stamped at the end parts of the perforations.
BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

Field of the Invention

[0001] The present invention relates to a packaging bag that easily enables to make a bouquet of fresh flowers, in which it is not only available for a flower bouquet but also for carrying the packaging bag with flowers suspended by the handles and for placing the packaging bag with flowers on a table as interior decoration of flower arrangement.

Background Art

[0002] In the past, flowers or a bouquet binding fresh flowers have been prepared by binding and tying the cut-end parts of many fresh flowers with rubber band and the like temporarily, by packaging the cut-end part with a water absorbing material which is soaked into a towel, a gauze and the like with water, by covering the outside with aluminum foil and the like, furthermore, by packaging the whole outside with transparent film or packaging paper, and by binding and tying the periphery of bound roots with string materials such as ribbon and the like. Therefore, an immense amount of efforts and time to prepare a bouquet has been involved.

[0003] On the other hand, although the decoration of flower arrangement with a small basket prepared by knitting a rattan basket, and the like, and fresh flowers are arranged therein has been widely used, this also has been costly to prepare a small basket and the like.

[0004] Reflecting such a situation, the objective of the present invention is to offer a packaging bag for fresh flowers and the like that is available for a bouquet placed on a table as decoration as well as capable of offering a beautiful bouquet in easy and inexpensive ways.

Disclosure of the Invention

[0005] To solve the above-mentioned problems, the present invention employs steps in which a sheet is folded into two to make double sheets, one corner thereof including folding lines is removed, thereby preparing a gusset part, the said gusset part and successive sides thereof are joined, and together with a substantially fan-shaped bag with an opening part more widely opened than the gusset part formed, and at the same time, perforations are provided along the periphery of the said opening part.

[0006] Or the present invention also employs other steps in which two sheets are overlapped to make double sheets, a gusset part and both sides thereof holding the gusset part are joined, and together with a substantially fan-shaped bag with an opening part more widely opened than the gusset part formed, perforations are provided along the periphery of the said opening part.

[0007] The packaging bag with such a formation makes it possible to easily prepare a bouquet only by putting in tied fresh flowers and the like, and binding the vicinity of the gusset part fast. Also, if the gusset part is used to make the bottom a flat plate, the self-standing flower arrangement can be prepared. Furthermore, since handling is formed by partly cutting off along the perforations in the periphery of the opening part, it is convenient for carrying flowers.

[0008] In this case, the step that pierced holes are provided in the end parts of the perforations of the step that reinforcing seals are applied was employed.

[0009] When handlings are formed by cutting off along the perforations, these pierced holes or reinforcing seals can prevent split at the end parts of the handling.

[0010] Furthermore, the step that the periphery in the opening part of the above bag is formed of a curve was employed.

[0011] Because of the curved periphery of packaging paper, a bouquet and flower arrangement whose appearance is soft can be prepared.

[0012] In addition, the step that a street is composed of impermeable material was employed.

[0013] The use of water absorbing material at the end part of tied fresh flowers and the like enables fresh flowers to last longer.

Brief Description of the Drawing

[0014] Figure 1 is the plain view showing the packaging bag of flowering grasses and the like relevant to the present invention.

Figure 2 provides examples in which (A) shows a bouquet using the packaging bag and (B) shows a flower arrangement.

Figure 3 provides an example of reinforcing seals applied to perforation end parts instead of pierced holes.

Figure 4 shows another embodiment of the packaging bag of fresh flowers and the like, in which the opening part is curved.

Figure 5 shows another embodiment of the packaging bag for fresh flowers and the like, in which the bag is elongated.

Description of Letters and Numberals

[0015] 1. Packaging bag
2. Folding line
4. Gusset part
5. Side
6. Heat seal section
7. Opening part
8. Perforations
9. Pierced hole
10. String
11. Handling
12. Perforation for cutting

Best Mode for Carrying Out the Invention

[0016] Hereinafter, the explanation goes regarding the preferable embodiment for the packaging bag of fresh flowers and the like relevant to the present invention according to the figures. Figure 1 is the plain view of the packaging bag. In the figure, 1 is the packaging bag composed of the sheet or paper leaf in a substantially-square shape with the part of an angle cut off, which has double sheets. This packaging bag 1 can easily be obtained, for example, by folding the sheet consisting of synthetic-resin film with horizontal to vertical ratio of 2:1 into two at folding line 2 to form a square shape, cutting off corner 3 including the folding line 2 to form a gusset part 4, joining the said gusset part 4 and one side of subsequent thereof 5, for example, with heat seal 6 or the like to form opening part 7 with two remaining sides to look like a bag. However, the embodiment is not limited to this and two sheets cut into pentagon shape as shown may be used to form a bag by overlapping each other and joining the gusset part 4 and both sides thereof holding the gusset part 2 and 5 in a desired way. Furthermore, a shape of the sheet is not limited to the pentagon shape. In other words, the substantially fan-shaped packaging bag viewed laterally which has the upper opening part 7 wider than the gusset part 4 may be prepared.

[0017] Next, 8 indicates perforations provided along two sides in the side of the opening part 7 of the bag, in which the periphery of the sheet is partly separable in the said opening part 7. Also, 9 or 9' shows a circular pierced hole in each end of the said perforations 8, which is provided to prevent other parts than the perforations 8 from being split improperly. This perforations 8 and pierce hole 9 may be provided as required.

[0018] The following is to be conducted using this packaging bag, for example, when the bouquet as shown in Figure 2 (A) is prepared. That is, first, the desired number of fresh flowers F and F... are cut into proper length and joined at the end. Next, the end of the bunch of the fresh flowers is put into the gusset part 4 of the packaging bag in the present application, and is bond a little upper part of the gusset part 4 fast from the outside and tied off with string 10 and the like. The other packaging part is accordingly arranged to suit flower bouquet. This enables anybody to prepare the bouquet as shown easily and without efforts. In this case, when fresh flowers are bond at the end, the said end is covered with the water absorbing material containing water as required, by which sufficient water can be supplied and flowers can last longer. Then, if the sheet composed of packaging bag is an impermeable film, it will be secure from leakage outside and convenient for carrying. In addition, the material of the sheet in itself is freely selective and it goes without saying that the pattern of the sheet can make an optional selection such as solid color, desired pattern printed out and the like.

[0019] Next, explanation goes in the case where the flower arrangement as shown in Figure 2 (B) is prepared First, the water absorbing material such as OASIS (registered trademark)and the like is provided, which is a conical shape to fit the size of the gusset part of the packaging bag Desired fresh flowers are put therein and put in the gusset part of packaging bag in the present application. Then, the middle part of the packaging bag is bond fast and tied off with a string, ribbon and the like. This enables anybody to prepare the flower arrangement as shown easily. With the gusset part, the bottom of the bag will be a flat-circular shape in corresponding to the water absorbing material in a conical shape and the flower arrangement can be placed on a table stably. In this case, the sheet is preferably composed of impermeable sheet material because the water absorbing material contains water.

[0020] Further, in this case, since the side of the opening part has perforations 8 as mentioned above, handling 11 can be formed by cutting off the periphery of the sheet in the said part. Therefore, the flower arrangement can easily be carried, keeping the flower arrangement shape. With circular pierced holes 9 in the end parts of perforations 8, even when handling 11 is formed by tearing off along perforations 8, a force does not concentrate on the end parts, thereby preventing the split of handling 11 from the said part. Furthermore, in case for decorating as a flower arrangement, if handling 11 is unnecessary, it can be cut apart. In addition, since pierced holes 9 are provided to avoid splitting away in the end of handling 11, as long as the objective can be accomplished, the shape is not limited to the circular shape. Furthermore, instead of the pierced holes 9 as mentioned above, split in the said part can be prevented by sticking reinforcing seal 9' on the end parts of perforations 8 as shown in Figure 3.

[0021] Figure 4 is another embodiment of the packaging bag for fresh flowers and the like relevant to the present invention. To be more precise, in the above-mentioned embodiment, the opening part 7 is cut into a curved shape. Such formation conveys a gentle impression to viewers because of the curved periphery of the sheet for either bouquet flowers or flower arrangement. Furthermore, perforations 8 can be provided along this curved periphery, which can form a handling in the same manner as mentioned above.

[0022] Further, figure 5 shows another embodiment. To be more precise, the flat-shaped sheet is formed of
a vertically-long-shaped bag by acuminating the angle forming the both sides. This is convenient for making a bouquet with long fresh flowers. In this embodiment, a bag is formed by bonding the gusset part 4 of the double sheet and the periphery of both sides 5 with heat seal 6 and the like 12 is also perforations for cutting. To be more specific, for example, when long flowers are cut short to prepare a bouquet, when the end parts of the opening part in the packaging bag are separated from the perforations for cutting, the bag can immediately be used as a short packaging bag for a bouquet.

In addition, although examples using fresh flowers to prepare a bouquet or a flower arrangement were described in each embodiment as mentioned above, they are not limited to these audit is a matter of course that dry flowers, artificial flowers and the like can also he used to prepare a bouquet and the like.

Industrial Applicability

As described above, according to the packaging bag relevant to the present invention, anybody can easily prepare a beautiful bouquet flowers only by putting tied fresh flowers and the like into the bag, binding the vicinity of the gusset part, and tying off with a string and the like. Since the bag is formed only by bonding the gusset part and both sides thereof in the double sheet, it can be offered at low cost.

Further, with the conical water absorbing material provided in the gusset part to make the bottom a flat plate, it is also available for the flower arrangement which can be placed on a table.

Furthermore, with perforations provided along the opening part, a handling is formed by separating the said part, it is convenient for carrying a bouquet and a flower arrangement. In this case, pierced holes and reinforcing seals in the respective end parts of perforations can prevent split in the said end part.

Moreover, since the sheet composed of impermeable material enables fresh flowers to supply water using the water absorbing material and the like, the fresh flowers can last longer.

Claims

1. The packaging bag for flowers characterized in preparing a nearly fan-shaped bag with an opening part more widely opened than the gusset part by overlapping two sheets to make double sheets and by bonding the gusset part and both sides thereof holding the gusset part, and in providing perforations along the periphery of the above-mentioned opening part.

2. The packaging bag for flowers as set forth in Claim 1, wherein pierced holes are provided in the end parts of perforations.

3. The packaging bag for flowers as set forth in Claim 2, wherein pierced holes are provided in the end parts of perforations.

4. The packaging bag for flowers as set forth in Claim 1, wherein reinforcing seals are applied on the end parts of perforations.

5. The packaging bag for flowers as set forth in Claim 2, wherein reinforcing seals are applied on the end parts of perforations.

6. The packaging bag for flowers as set forth in Claim 1, wherein the periphery of the opening part is formed of a curve.

7. The packaging bag for flowers as set forth in Claim 2, wherein the periphery of the opening part is formed of a curve.

8. The packaging bag for flowers as set forth in Claim 3, wherein the periphery of the opening part is formed of a curve.

10. The packaging bag for flowers as set forth in Claim 4, wherein the periphery of the opening part is formed of a curve.

11. The packaging bag for flowers as set forth in Claim 5, wherein the periphery of the opening part is formed of a curve.

12. The packaging bag for flowers as set forth in Claim 6, wherein the periphery of the opening part is formed of a curve.

13. The packaging bag for flowers as set forth in Claim 1, wherein the sheet is composed of impermeable material.

14. The packaging bag for flowers as set forth in Claim 2, wherein the sheet is composed of impermeable materials.

15. The packaging bag for flowers as set forth in Claim 3, wherein the sheet is composed of impermeable materials.
16. The packaging bag for flowers as set forth in Claim 4, wherein the sheet is composed of impermeable materials.

17. The packaging bag for flowers as set forth in Claim 5, wherein the sheet is composed of impermeable materials.

18. The packaging bag for flowers as set forth in Claim 6, wherein the sheet is composed of impermeable materials.

19. The packaging bag for flowers as set forth in Claim 7, wherein the sheet is composed of impermeable materials.

20. The packaging bag for flowers as set forth in Claim 8, wherein the sheet is composed of impermeable materials.

21. The packaging bag for flowers as set forth in Claim 9, wherein the sheet is composed of impermeable materials.

22. The packaging bag for flowers as set forth in Claim 10, wherein the sheet is composed of impermeable materials.

23. The packaging bag for flowers as set forth in Claim 11, wherein the sheet is composed of impermeable materials.

24. The packaging bag for flowers as set forth in Claim 12, wherein the sheet is composed of impermeable materials.
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